EXAMPLE – HOW TO FILL OUT THE FORM FOR AN ARTICLE FROM A WEBSITE

Citing: Web Site

Quick cite: Tweak this citation manually

Web Site


Name of the Web site: CNN

Date of e-publication: August 23 2014

Most recent date of access: August 26 2014

Web Page

Contributors:

Role | First name | Middle name | Last name or group | Suffix
--- | --- | --- | --- | ---
Author | John | | Bare | |

Description of the format (to appear in brackets):

No special type

* Web page or document/article title:

Ice Bucket Challenge is not a gimmick

Untitled (providing a description instead)

Annotation

Annotation [What is an annotation?]:

Change to: Select...

Include this source in my final references list

In APA style, this source is always included in your final references list. You may uncheck this box if you wish to omit this entry for any reason.

Submit Cancel